


MEET ANYAH: 
YOUR ECO-HEALTHY 
TREATMENT. 
ENJOY! 

:ANYAH 
ECO SPA TREATMENT 

l'm ANYAH, a high qualitv and eco-friendly amenities 

collection. I was born before mv formulation in the 

laboratorv: I bloom from an ideai, to create products with 

. proven efficacy on -body and hc1ir but also with a guarantee 

of environmental qualitv, in order to guide those who will use 

me towards sustainable consumption habits! What's more, mv 

packaging is designed to reduce C02 emissions and mv main 

cosmetics meet the EU Ecolabel or Ecocert criteria! Enjoy the 

experience! 

With modern and compact lines, Anyah distinguishes itself 

. with it's blue bottle and clear, monochromatic graphics. The 

only hint of colour is from the "smile" infograohic created 

to explain in a user friendly way, the impact that this product 

has on the environment. 

Alternatively, a more colourful choice was made for the 

doypack range, for a vounger and more informai clientele. 

Contrarily, the luxury cosmetics remain in the doypack 

format but maintain the simple and elegant Anyah blue 

colours. Accessories, packaged in grev recycled paper 

throughout the collection introduce different, orginal and 

modern forms that enrich the stvle of the whole collection. 
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YOUR HAIR CARE 

CONDITIONER 

Conditioner enriched with shea butter and organic sunflower seed 
oil. Sale lor colour-treated hair, the conditioner delivers ultra
shiny, sleek locks thai feel sumptuously softened. The formula has 
a high compatibility with the skin thanks lo the high quality of the 
ingredients with proven environmental sustainability. 

CLINICALLY TESTED / NICKEL TESTED / BHT FREE/ EDTA FREE/ PETROLA

TUM FREE/ SILICONES FREE/ VEGAN FRIENDLY 

DOYPACK PRIMARY COSMETICS 

�
ORGANIC 

COSMETIC 

YOUR REINVIGORATION 

BODY CREAM 

Moisturising lotion lor hand and body nourishes and moisturizes dry 
skin. Formulated with organic sunflower oil derived !rom organic 
farming, il has hydrating, nourishing and emollient properties and 
is further enriched with rosemary leaf extract. This produci creates 
a moisture barrier thai ensures comfortable, sol! skin and long
lasting hydration. 

EFFICACY TESTED FOR HYDRATION / CLINICALLYTESTED / BHT FREE/ 

EDTA FREE/ PETROLATUM FREE/ SILICONES FREE/ FREE OF SYNTHETIC 

COLOURANTS / VEGAN FRIENDLY 

HAIR&BODYWASH 

30 mIe1.oi 11.oz 

DYP1O_3OMAY 

CONDITIONING SHAMPOO 

30 mIe1,0111.oz 

DYP1O_3OSAY 

BODYWASH 

30 mIe1.oi 11.oz 

DYP1O_3OBAY 

�
ORGANIC 

COSMETIC 

YOUR RICHNESS 

MOISTURISING LOTION 
FOR HAND AND BODY 

Moisturising lotion lor hand and body nourishes and moisturizes dry 
skin. Formulated with organic sunflower oil derived !rom organic 
farming, il has hydrating, nourishing and emollient properties and 
is further enriched with rosemary leaf extract. This produci creates 
a moisture barrier thai ensures comfortable, soft skin and long
lasting hydration. 

EFFICACY TESTED FOR HYDRATION / CLINICALLY TESTED / BHT FREE / 

EDTA FREE/ PETROLATUM FREE/ SILICONES FREE/ FREE OF SYNTHETIC 

COLOURANTS / VEGAN FRIENDLY 
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YOUR NOURISHING 

VEGETABLE SOAP 

Vegetable soap, without EDTA-DTPA, enriched with jojoba oil. The 
formula has a high compatibility with the skin thanks lo the high 
quality of the ingredients with proved environmental sustainability. 

CLINICALLY TESTED / NICKEL TESTED / BHT FREE/ EDTA FREE/ PETRO

LATUM FREE/ SILICONES FREE/ VEGAN FRIENDLY 

BODY SCRUB 

31 ml81,04fl.oz 

DYP1O_3OBSAY 

BODY CREAM 

30 mIe1,0111.oz 

DYP1O_3OBLAY 

CONDITIONER 

30 mIe1.0111.oz 

DYP1O_3OCAY 



HAIR & BODY WASH 
480 ml 816,23 fl.oz 

FLRSOORMAY 

CONDITIONING SHAMPOO 
480 ml816,23 fl.oz 

FLRSOORSAY 

POST CONSUMER RECYCLED BOTTLES 
FLR500: 100% post consumer recycled 

PET bottle 
HMR wall dispenser: 93% post consumer· recycled HDPE bottle 

/ 

BODYWASH 
480 ml 816,23 fl.oz 

FLRSOORBAY 

BODY SCRUB 
480 ml816,23 ti.o 

FLRSOORBSAY 

TWO DIFFERENT TYPE OF HOLDERS 

Bracket with screws: 
Double SFU_D 
Single SFU_S 

Bracket in ABS materiai with 
screws or adhesive tape: 

Single holder 

MOISTURISING LOTION 
FOR HANDS AND BODY 
480 ml 816,23 fl.oz 

FLRSOORBLAY 

�

Holder: 
Grey HMSttP7545 

or 

--+---+-- Adhesive platform: 
Grey HMBttP7545 

Valve cover: 
Grey HMCttP7545 

CONDITIONER 
480 ml 816,23 fl.oz 

FLRSOORCAY 

DISPENSERS HMR 

HAIR & BODY WASH 
340 ml811,50 fl.oz 

HMR341RMAY 

LIQUID HAND SOAP 
480 ml 816,23 fl.oz 

FLRSOORLMAY 














